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From modeling the spread of the virus and its impact to accelerating
research, arti�cial intelligence is playing a key role in the COVID-19
response. It can transform the future of medicine if we use this opportunity
wisely. 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is best described as the era of arti�cial intelligence
(AI). At a time when Google schedules your haircuts and Plus.ai  trucks with level 4
autonomous systems deliver butter across the US without a driver at the steering
wheel, AI is now also making inroads into the calculus that goes into pandemic
response. 
 
The novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, is the �rst virus to infect and spread among
humans exclusively during the AI era and the resulting pandemic, more than any
other, has employed AI to inform decision-making. The jaw-dropping AI-based
death and hospitalization forecasts provided the impetus for political leaders
across the globe to, ironically, institute a century-old intervention – social distancing
– to halt the virus’ rapid spread. Schools and businesses were closed, travel
declined precipitously or stopped altogether, and human interaction was limited. It
is likely that the COVID-19 shutdown is the most consequential AI-informed
decision the world has ever made.
 
Biomedicine Follows the Path of Technology

The response to previous epidemic infections was traditionally driven by expert
opinion, lightly tempered by computer-generated models. But the emergence of
SARS-CoV-2 has reversed this paradigm. Multiple COVID-19 forecasts are now
reported by the US  Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Rather than
identifying the single best model, the models are competing with each other in
real-time and we are using the collective information generated by these models to
both prepare for and respond to the pandemic’s trajectory. The National Hurricane
Center uses the cone of uncertainty and the spaghetti-shaped graphs of hurricane
tracks to communicate the outputs of highly complex models to decision-makers
from the national level down to the household level. Now we can use this same
framework for COVID-19. 
 
As a result, the biomedical community is now following the path of technology –
release a minimally viable product into the wild and then rapidly improve the
product through a series of updates. We saw this clearly in the early days of the
pandemic. Disease forecasts varied wildly, as did expert opinion. The cold hard
truth of the data provided forecasters with an opportunity to improve the models
and strive for greater accuracy and precision. 
 
We are now actively engaged in a forecast-validate-�x loop that is supplanting the
need for lengthy, and at times highly subjective, peer-review. The reliance on peer
review and publication may be challenged by the way technology, and more
speci�cally AI, is best developed. Because of COVID-19, the usefulness of the
models has greatly improved, as has our own understanding of how to use
forecasts to predict infections rates, mortality, and hospitalizations. Data and
openness can provide the necessary checks on our scienti�c assertions, making it a
form of peer review for AI systems in medicine. 

COVID-19 O�ers a Unique Opportunity to Apply AI

Now the question is where the underlying framework we are using to build COVID-
19 forecasts is heading. We often sco� at the inaccuracy of weather forecasts. But
the reality is that weather forecasts are fairly accurate, they just aren’t a resolution
that people typically appreciate. Weather Analytics and later  Anethium
Analytics pioneered bringing high resolution weather forecasts and analytics to the
market. This capability was adopted by the insurance industry to bring precision to
reducing risk of weather-related claims. For COVID-19, forecasts are largely based
on the entire population with even assumptions about the risk to each person. But
that isn’t how the pandemic is playing out. The exacting toll this virus has taken on
the aged and di�erent ethnic populations suggests that instead we need to follow
the course set out by Weather Analytics.
 
COVID-19 forecasts are currently delivered at national, state, and local levels. But
for SARS-CoV-2  even the local level encompasses millions of people with a wide
variance in the risk of infection. For disease forecasts to be more precise, the
resolution needs to be increased, perhaps even down to the individual level.
Increasingly, our health is documented electronically as part of a medical record
that often includes information about �tness, wellness, or patterns of life data,
some of which may be collected from smartphones. There is likely already su�cient
data to make individualized predictions.

Today, individual information tends to inform larger scale models, but the
information could also �ow in reverse. We could use data at very large scales and
then apply it at the most local level, the person. This is part of the thesis behind
precision medicine. As the immune system changes with age or due to other
factors, AI-based systems could be particularly useful in calculating individual risk.
However, to do this we will have to consider our eroding notions of privacy, who
owns our data, and what we are willing to tolerate about machines knowing our
patterns of life. This will require evaluating the risk bene�t ratio that balances
these concerns with the risk of infection. 
 
COVID-19 o�ers a unique opportunity to apply AI. Bringing a high-resolution
forecast to tracking the spread of this pandemic could transform how we think
about individual risk levels and inform our behaviors. It could also be useful  in
advancing technologies to combat the virus, including predicting the structure of
antibodies that could speci�cally target  SARS-CoV-2. This is only possible because
of the scale and complexity through which the suite of AI tools can be used to gain
insights.

In this dark hour, AI innovations that will shape the future of medicine are being
made and proven. 

Register Now for the Global COVID Lab Meeting

Global COVID Lab Meeting with Dr. David Weiner
Thursday June 4th at 10 am EDT

Dr. David Weiner, Executive Vice President at the Wistar Institute, will talk about the
development of synthetic DNA vaccines as a rapid response to emerging infectious
disease outbreaks, particularly SARS-CoV-2.

Dr. David Weiner directs a translational molecular immunology research team
focused on creating novel approaches for disease prevention and treatment using
synthetic nucleic acid technology. His group is one of the pioneering research
teams in the �eld of DNA vaccines and immunotherapies and initiated the �rst
clinical studies of DNA vaccines.  One advantage of this approach is it allows
researchers to rapidly develop new candidates, which is critical in the response to
COVID-19.

The Global COVID Lab Meeting is a bi-weekly webinar series, presented by the
Human Vaccines Project and it is open to anyone who is interested in the latest

research advances. The webinar will take place on June 4th at 10 am EDT. You can
register via this link:

REGISTER FOR THE WEBINAR HERE

Must Read

Clinical and preclinical data are just starting to emerge for various SARS-CoV-2
vaccine candidates, as is preclinical data on the development of therapeutic
monoclonal antibodies. Some of this data, as well as other important research
�ndings related to protective immunity, are highlighted in these selected articles. 

A study in Science  indicates that cellular and humoral immune responses to
SARS-CoV-2 infection were protective against reinfection in a rhesus macaque
model. 
Preclinical data in this  preprint publication  show that an adenovirus-based
vaccine candidate developed by scientists at the Jenner Institute at Oxford
University moderated disease in vaccinated animals. This vaccine candidate
is already being tested in a large-scale Phase II/III clinical trial.
Preclinical data published in  Science  show that an inactivated SARS-CoV-2
vaccine candidate developed by the Chinese company Sinovac Biotech
protected rhesus macaques from infection. A Phase I trial of this candidate  is
already underway in China involving 144 volunteers.
Moderna announced  preliminary data from a Phase I clinical trial of its
mRNA-based SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidate. 
In a preprint publication, a team of scientists reported on two SARS-CoV-2-
speci�c monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) isolated from a large panel of
antibodies from infected individuals in Wuhan, China.

COVID-19 in Numbers

Daily Con�rmed Cases
(7-day rolling average of con�rmed cases)

Sources: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control and Our World in Data. January 22 –
May 25.
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